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SUMMARY
A fast and interactive sofh{'are to simulate aircraft
b€haviour may be a very useful and helpful tool for
aerospace research and design, especially when Iight
aircraft and sailplanes are involved, and when atmospheic wind e{fects are to be considered. This paper
presents an aitempt to give interactive and realis-

tic simulation possibility almost to everyone
through the use of,IDynasift cod,e.
lDynaSin is an interactive graphic flight simulation code witten in JAVA and VRML(Virtual Reality
Modelling Language) languages which practically
allows any user with any hardware (PC, worksiations, etc.) to fy the aeroplane under investigation.
This is true due to the fact that JAVA is a language
born to workunder a generic Internet browser (such
as Microsoft Explorer or Netscape) and thus it is independent from the operating system under which
it is running. The code uses the VRML to represent
the aircraft motion and JAVA classes to control and
interactivelyl7y the aeroplane, solving runtime the
dynamic motion equations in which atmospheric
wind terms have been included. A simple thermal
model has also been implemented in the code and
useful information on dynamic behaviour of sailplane can be drawn when this is flown through the
simulated thermils- Parametric variation of sailplane
aerodvnrfiic and geometrical characte stics has aliowed io investigate the relative importance of aerod\ namic cocflrcrents on sailplane performances in
Lhermal soaring. This paper will present the results
oi such an investigation.

lDynaSim is available to everybody through
Iniernet at ihe follou'ing URL:
htipi / /w$'w'dpa.unina.it/coiro/
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INTRODUCTION
Sailplane and aircraft behaviour are better understood if simulation and visualization tools are available to the designer. ln particular when complex and
nonlinear maneuvers are to be investigated, the necessity of really looking at the f,'re aircraft motion,
has led to the development of an interactive fli8ht
simulator- If students needs have also to be taken in
account, portability of such a software and/or its
availability through internet become important requirements. JDynaSim represents lhe result of ef{orts
done toward these requirements and it is the arrival
point of many researches performed by the authors
in recentlypast years rcgaiding aiicraft aercdynamic
and dynamic responses prediction.
]Dvnasim otiginates trom DynaSim (Refs. 1,2,3)
which was an interactive graphic code that allowed
theuse!to fly the selected aercplane usingthemouse
as stick command. Dyrastm was presented and shown
at the last OSTIV XXV Congress. Originally Dynasin
was pafily written in C language and partly in Fortlan language, but, in this case, the code was depen_
dent on the machrne it was running on (it was wdtten for Silicon Graphics workstations) limiting in such
a way its portability especiallyto thewider PC's user
world. So, to make this code more portable, it hasbeen
totally tEnslated in JAVA (Ref. 4) language allowing
in this way to be used by virtually any computerwith
the only requirement that an intemet browser, such
as Microsoft Explorer or Netscape, shouldbe installed
on it along with the shareware softr /are CosmoPlayer
In fact the code uses the Virtual Reality Modeuing Language (VRML) (Ref. 5), thanks to which it is Possible
to create an environment which allows visualization
of 3D aircraft motion resulting ftom the integraiion
of motion equations.
JAVA, once communication with VRML has been
established (Ref. 6), allows the user to control and interactively fly the aeroplane.
Big effort has been put in the process oftransforming the original C and Io ran subroutines in JAVA
Ianguage especialiy because JAVA is not a language
oriented to scientific calculations, but the characteristics of the language make the code rser/nendly and
machine'independentThe pmctical use of such a tool is connected to the
possibility of analyzing the aircraft response in real
time for both inteiactive and pre-definedtime dePendent control laws. The necessary steps to perform an
intenctive session are:
1. Generation of geometry model (this is not necessary to corespond to the real geometry)
2. Generation ofvirtual reality model to be usedby
CosmoPlayer. This is doneihrough an automaticconTECHNICAL SOAR]NC

verter that translate a standard Seomeiry data file in
a VRML file.
3. Cenention of geometry and mass file inPut
4- Generation of non linear aerodynamic data base
eventually transformingthe available forces from one
refercnce system to the apprcpiale lDlnasim rcference system
5. Run the

simulation

only the first time and
they can be avoided if the user accepts to see the
geometry of the model different from the real one.
Step 4 can rely on either experimentally determined
aerodynamrc lorces or on data derivinS frnm numerical simulation. Obviously data should compdse the
whole mnge of angles of attack including the nonlinear part.
Previous work done in this direction {Refs. 2,3,4
has shown that thisprocedure canbereliably used to
predict aircraft and sailplane performances and
behaviour. Pafi of the curent work has also being
devoted to the inclusion of atmospheric wind terms
as forcing functions o{ the motion added to the normal control forces forcing functions. In particular a
simptified themal model has been introduced in order to investigate the sailplane performances in thermal soaring. In fact one of the main objective of this
paper is studyin8 the influence of geomet c parameters and aerodynamic coefficients variation on sailplane performance. We have t ed to answer the following question: "Would the sailplane perform better if that coefficient or geomet c parameter would
be greater or smaller than actual value?" In order to
reduce the number of degrees oI freedom rclative to
the motion under investigation, the study has been
done tryinS to obtain the same sailplane path in the
thermal assigning different control laws for each
Steps 1 and 2 are necessary

maneuver!
JAVA LANGUAGE
JAVA is an object o ented programming language
similar to C and to C++ that allows to wdte applets.
Applets are applications ready to be transfered in
intemet and to be executed by a local machine with a
simple intenetbrowser like MS Explorer oi Netscape
Navigator. In other words an applet is like a normal
audio or image file and it can be downloaded and
executed using the browser. JAVA has then introduced
interactivity in internet. To run JAVA applets, the
browsermust include the Java Virtual Machine 0\4vl)
that is now normally includedby default in most commonbrowsers- The portability of JAVA and its characteristic of being platform independent is connected
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to the way a source code is compiled. In fact, after the
compiiation, the output is in a bvlecodr format ihat is
in a hexadecimal format and not in machine lanf aEie.
see

sket.h n. l

Main advantages are its portabilitv, econom],,
diffusion, versatilitv
Even if it is a file format and not a real protramming language, it allows a dynamic control of the
graphical scene through fAVA code and with the
shareware librarv EAI (Exttrnal Authoring Inttfact).
Dvnnsitl AND JDltndsin

Dyrdsir (Refs- 1,2,3) is the original interactive
Braphic code that allows ihe user toty ihe selecied
airplane using the mouse as stick command. It was
written using a combination of C and Fortran languages and was based on Open CL graphic libraries

running under Unix operating system on
Skelch n. 1: JAVA independence from platform
The interpreter of this type of langua8e is the JVM.
In this way portability and flexibility are ensured. In
practice JA\A is a gdrlersl puryose and complete lan-

8uage, easily exiendable to muliimedia and to networks.
Beinga new languageborn having in mind intemet,
it has rapidly becone a standard for applications
available to evervone in the net.
Another advania€je is thai it is free of charge and
its compiler is freebare.
It also allor,!s a lot of library for a broad range of
applications starting from networking to daia base
management-

a

Silicon Graphic workstation. Its use was then limit€d
to people owning Siljcon workstation who represent
only a very small part of total users. The portability
of Dyr?asir? to PC world was the main reason to jnvestigate the possibility to write a totaily independent
platform software- In fact the simple transformation
of the graphical part of the code to Open CL running
under Windows operating sysiem, would have limited the use of the code to people owning traphic card
supporting Open CL. Then only a combinatjon of
JAVA and VRML represented a solution of the problem. The communications between JAVA and VRML
has not been an easy iask. The other difficult part has
beentranslating the numerical pafi of the code in JAVA
language that is a lanuuagebom for the graphic world
and then not reallysr7]oolI for numerical compuiationl
JDynasin screen s\apshot is reported in figure 1.

VRML
The Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) is
the languate used to describe three dimensional obiects for Intemet. With VRML, authors can construct
entiresites, or "worlds," with infiniie space and depth.
Objects jn these worlds can be links to text, audio, or
video files, HTML files orsites, or linksio otherVRML
worlds.
A VRML file is an ASCII file containing 3D graphical data and ii is .ead b1' specific browsers allowing
the user io navigate in an interactive ivay in thieedimensjonal scenes.It is recently born, it is shareware
and it represents a standard in Intemei- Some of the
possible uses of virtua I reali ty with VRML are: teaching, scientific visualization, dvnamic sintulatjon, industrial desien, medicine, etc.
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Aerodynamic prediction
Longitudinal and lateral-directional aerodynamic
coefficients, static anC dlnamic stability dedvatives
and sailplane performances are obtained through the
use of .4EREo code. Without going in detail about
the features ofAEREO code (they canbe found in Refs.
2,3,7) we just remind here that, EREO Piedictions are
based on a mix of semi empirical methods (see references 8-12) and of an extension of Prandtl lifting line
theory to the non linear range of angles of attack.
,AEREO predicts also power effect on aerodlmamic coefficients toSether with static and dynamic stability
charactedstics (characteristic modes, frequencies, rcot
locus, etc.). Aircraft and sailplane performances along
with load- and gust-envelopes are also geneiated.
,4EREO code needs two dimensional ahfoil aerodynamic coefficients assi8ned as curves in function of
angle of attack and of Reynolds number. These data
are necessary for each lifting surface and they can be
either experimental or numerical data. In this last case
we use aeiodynamic coefficients as obtained lrom
TBVOR code (Ref. 13). Examples of aerodlmamic Predictions as predicted by AEREO can be found in reference 7,

Equations of motron
The translation equations of motion are written in
the flight path axis system and the rotational equations of motion are written in a fl\ed body axis system. The equilibrium values of the variables conesponding to the trimmed inPut condition are first
found and then the integration of the differential equations staits. The code can interactively read mouse
and keyboard inputs as well as files with command
laws assigned in function of time. There is the Possibility to record the interactive session pe ormed and
then to repeat the maneuver.
The solution is obtained solving 12 ordinary non
Iinear dif{erential equations usinga 4th order RungeKutta integration scheme. Aercdynamics is input as
non-hnear forces and moments expressed in fu nction
of angle of attack, sideslip angle and control su aces
deflections, thus they arc input in multidimensional
mat a form and are interpolated at each instant of
time according to the instantaneous values assumed
by independent parameters during the maneuvel.

Wind terms in the motion equations
The inertial reference frameisthe Eafth axis system,
based on the assumption that the Eadh is a stationary

plane in an inertial space. The coordinate systems
used in this work have beenr fli8ht Path axis system
( origin at the c.g. of the airplane and X- axis directed
along the velocity vector of the vehicle relative to the
atmosphere), atmosphere fixed reference frame (use_
ful to evaluate the inertial wind velocity W), andbody
axis system (vehicle fixed reference fuame, based on
the assumption of rigid and symmetdcal aircraft ).ln
order to incorporate the variation of the e/ind in the
motion equation, the inertial velocity V. (that is the
aircraft speed vector ielative to the Earth reference
frame) mustbe expressed in terms ofthewind vectol
in thisway: V =t/-"-F whete lhe atmosPhere motion
relative to the Earth is indicated with W and Vis the
aircraft speedrclative to the atmosphere. This means
that the translational equation of motion becomes
-b,w). of course if
V *a"l =T t,17
the equation
zero
or
constant,
the wind speed is
will return to its o ginal form. When vectors are projected on the path referenceframe, translational equations will be modified consequently (Refs. 14,15,16).
The otherobvious consequence of the wind variation
is that all aerodynamic forces and moments are expressed in terms oI the aircraft speed relative to the
atmosphere (for istance D=CopV'zS/2, where V is different from VE ).
Angular rates relative to body axes will be affected
as wellbecause it is necessary to add terms following

tr*i-@

the trasformation of angular wind velocity
@e =

ts " w

in body a\is .ytem. Due lo ihe prei-

ence of v operatot spatial derir atjves ol W comPonents will be used in evaluating the aerodynamic
coefficients. In fact ihe roll, pitch and yaw moments
are dependent on the values of the anSular rotation
relative to the atmosphere. So, since the aircraft
angular vetocity is evaluated ii the Eafih reference
frame - and its components p, q and r are expressed
on thebody reference frame the angularwind velocity @4, will not appear in the rotational equations,
but it will afJect the calculationby its direct influence
on the aerodynamic moments. To evaluate this influence the angular rates must be modified as follows:

; =iB - @w , where 6ss

is the angular
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velocity projected on body axis and @ is the final
angular velocity ( [ pr, qr, rr ]r ) vector to be used in
computing the aerodynamic moments.
To oblair. (tw a coordinate transformation matrix
will be used, since the wind an8ular velocity is usually evaluated in the Earth axis system, as

(*,rE -il"1a)l
indicated here

or

(ar,la -dt,lal.
(ar,la ,n,o))

The

transformation matdx and the complete set of non linear ordinary diflerential equations are reported in appendix.

Thermal modelling
Up to our knowledge, no complete themal models are available in curent literature. In this case one
possible way of proceeding is to choose a ielatively
simple model that can be quite rcpresentative ofa rcal
thermal. A complete thermal model would include a
distribution of wind velocity components in space and
in time.
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Our simplified model not only "freezes" the velocity distribution in space but the velocity components
are alsoreduced to onlyone component (normalcomponent to the eath) that varies only horizontally (in
X-Y plane) according to a specified function. Furthermore the thermal has a circular shape (it develops in
an axial symmetric body of revolution) and the total
mass is conserved jnside the thermal itself. Figure 3
shows vertical wind dist bution in a section obtained
cutting the thermal with a plane normal to the diameter and passing through the centre. The thermal
diameteris about 800 mete6with maximum upward
velo€ity varying from 5 to 10 m/s and maximum
downward velocity form 1 to 2 m/s.
Results

All calculations have been performed for the
ASW24 sailplane. We did not have the accurate
geometry o{ this sailplane and most of geometrical
data were deduced from available pictures. Mass and
inertia data were available to the authors. As far as it
concerns sailplane aerodynamic predictions, they
were already presented in Ref. 2. Once aerodynamic
coefficients and stability derivatives are available,
simulation has mainly regarded two types of
maneuvei:
l) Straight crossing the thermal
2)Entering and climbingthe thermal keepingthe trajectory approximately the same.
Sensitivity analysis has been performed to establish those parameters and aerodynamic coefficients
to whi( h the sailplane would have been more \en5itive.
This analysis has been performed in the following
wav: for each maneuver, as specified above, the sailplane has been trimmed at same initial speed and
height outside the thermal. Then for each parameter
or coefficient variation the controlsurface defleciions
havebeen assigned (and, where necessary, modified)
in order to obtain approximately the same Path
inside the thermalAltitude gain at the end of the maneuvei has been
considered as the performance index.
Aerodynamic coefficient curves have been modifiedchangingtheirslopes.Forexan]ple,regardingthe
lift coefficient, keepingthe same C1."., curve sloPe has
been changed increasing anci decreasing it bv an
amount o{ 10%.
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Same procedure has been applied to all coefficients
and only a reduced set of them has resulted having
a

significant influence on performance index.

-20
-1@

Straighl crossing maneuver
0

In the first part of table 1, main characte stics of
original sailplane maneuver are reported. With
reference to these data, altutude gain or loss are
reported in the remaining part of the table.

2@

Trbl. n. I

o

1@

Oricinal sailplare (weicht = 500 Kc. C.G = .25 tn)
Max heicht( n )
1049.8

MiDheicht{m)

9tt.

Ansle ofattack(dee.)

2<o.<2.7

a
s

Max height Min height Angle ofattack
variation
+10%
Null
Nu
2<d<27
+10% cDNUU
Nu
2<d<27
+1o%CmNull
Nu
2 | < s. <2.
Null
lveight = 350 +4 m
-0.5<o<0.5
Ks
CG 19m Null
Null
2.2 < a<2.t
CG..32m Null
Null
2<d<27
Null
1.5 m
l9<d"<2.4
Wing span:
Modified

Figure 3. Path
ing maneuver.

cL

surface(+

+2.5 m

-3. m

--l

-2.5

sailplane inside the thermal for climb'

Altitude in function of time is reported in figure 4.
It shouldbe noted the oscillatory character of the sailplane path: this is due to the low damping of the
phugoid motion.
We remind that sailplane path has been held
approximatley the same for all cases investigatedand
that appropdaie control laws have been assigned for
each case studied. Typical elevator and aileron control laws are reported in figure 5.

(+l3o/o\

Wing

oJ

0.6<(t<1.9

l5

o/"\

Horizontal

m

fl

1.95

<o"<2.6
hddr
(m)

Dlane(+10%)

It can be seen that only wing surface variation has
small impact on pe ormance index.

a

Climbing maneuver

A typical trajectory in the X-Y plane is shown in
figure 3. ln the same figure dashed lines represent
the marks of the thermal with outside and inside rinSs
representing respectively downward and upward
velocities.
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Cont/ol laws Jol clinlbing maneuuel.

Va ation of angle attack and bank angle in function of time for a typical maneuve! are ieported in
figures 5 and 7.

Figure

7:

Sailplane bank angle during

climbing maneuaer.

The effect of wing surface vafiation on resulting
motion is shown in figure 8. Figure 9 shows the altitude gain and loss due to increasing and decreasing
lift coefficient slope.

H.'ehr ( h

'.

Figurc 6: Angle of attackaariation

hodi'.d uie 3!n.c. I r 15.L)

d ing

.o

the.limhhg maneuaeL
Again oscillations are present in both graphs. Nevertheless avenge bank angle is around 42 degrees.
In table n. 2 results of patameters variation are reported and they are relalive to the (limbing maneuver It can be seen that significant effect on pe ormance index are due only to wing surface modification, and to lesser extent, to CL,
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fiqure 8: Alltlude gatn duc lo uittg
surJace pariation.

Cm" and CD" derivatives have only a little effect
on performance index.

As weight concems, lighter glider will obviously
climb better.
TECHNICAL SOAFING

of changing the performance index and the ease of
performing the sensitivity analysis, will allowfurther
investigations in the direction indicated in this paper.
noditi.d Chlh (+ 10* )

Conclusion

JDlttasifll has shown to be a valuable tool to
investigate and visualize sailplane maneuvers. Used
in combination with.4EREO code it allows to study
the effect of geomet cal and aerodynamic parameter
variation on sailplane performances. An example
ofthis t)?e ofstudy hasbeen presented in this paper.

60 Tin. (!)

ao

Figure 9. Altitude gain/loss due to
coeffiieftt slope aariation.

Despite the simplicity of thermal model, useful
information on relative importance of aerodynamic
and geometric parameters on straight and climbing
flights have been obtained and discussed. Through
this type of investigations a designer can be helped
during the designing phase where decisions have to
be taken to optimise a particular performance. The
posslbllity of JDynasr'm use over internet will allow
a wide number of people to become closer to the
gliding world.

3o

lift

Trble n. 2
Oricinal sailolane

Maxheicht(m)
Minheieht(m)

1053.8
990.5
< 5.5

Mean anale ofattack ( des )
Mean ansle ofbank ( deq. )
Mean angle ofsideslip ( deg. )

-45
-3

Modfied

Max

Mean

Mean

sailplan€

height

engle

of

Me3n
argle of

variati

engle of
attack

bank

sideslip

on (m)

variation

variation

variation

NUU

Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null

+ 0.5

+llyo CL-t0% cL+10% cD-10% cD"
+ l07"Cm-l0o/" Cm^
+l0oZ Cn .
-

l0ol" Cn"-

+loyoCyA
-10%Cvs
Wioe
surf (+ I 5ol.)
Weight: 350

+ t.l
- 7.5

+20

+05

Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
l0

+ 40.

-2.0

-

-3
+ 2.5
+ 2.5
- 2.5
Null
Null
Null
Null

NUU

Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
Null
NUU
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APPENDIX
Translation equations are written in path a\es.;
rotational equations and angular rates are witten in
body axes. Trajectory coordinates are r{'itten in ea h
axes. Terms due to turbulence are u'ritten in bold. Ii
should also be noted that angular rates derived b),
gust components must be added to p,q,r'values
resulting from the equations solutiond = q p cosatanP - r sindtdnp + {mg (sinq
sina + cos9 cosd cosa) - T sina - L) / (n V cosp)
+ 1fu, sin.J - Iit, cosa*qWcosa-Wr(Icosa+
t sina ) + q Wtsiha I / (V cosq)
p = p sina -r cosa + {mg (cose sind cosq + sin0
cosd sinP -cosq cosd ina sinB) -T sinp cosd +y
cosB + D sinp) /(mV) + lti', cosa sinB - ti', cosp +
ri,, sina sinB
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sinasinp) +

llr(p

sina sinp - r cosa sinp ) + W( q cosd si,tp
cosp) l/V

+

p

:

{T cosp cosd + nglcose cosd sina cosp -sin 0
cos.rcosB +cosesinfsinPl +Y sinp-D cosp),/n -

,'

(Ii, sinp+ ti, cosqcosa+ ti', sinacosp)-ll"
(r sinp - q sina cos f) - W" (p sina cosp +
- r cosB cos.t) - fi (q cosp cosa - p sinf )
i=(Ctr+Crp)q+C3l+CaN
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Pt) + CrM

i:(Cap+(er)q+Cal+CpN
S=qcos(-rsin/
d=p+V/sinq
ti = (r cost + q sind) / cose
[cosa cosp cosq cos y./ + (sin C sinq cos yl cosQ siny) sinp+ (cosd sin 0 cos t/./ + sini sinV/)
sind cosBl + WE
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V

i - V [cosa cosp cose sin\/ + (sinl sine sin t// +
cosdcosV4 sinP + (cos0sinesinV'sma cospl + WE

:

sin,cosl')

sine + sinp sin{ cose + sind
cosp cosfcose) + WE

t

V ( -cosa cosq

Matrix to transform terms ftom Eanh

reference

frame to Body reference frame:
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